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I am honoured by the chance to curate a series at Oslo’s Victoria jazz club and decided I
would like to celebrate the creative partnership and understanding between our two nations which has been going on, thanks to the
energy of so many people on both sides of the
North Sea, for many years.
I have also been inspired by Norwegian literature and the close connections between
musicians and writers. I’m looking forward
to inviting some writers to take part in the
series too.
Some concerts pay tribute to long-standing
work, some concerts put new partnerships
together, but you are welcome to them all
to explore the things we share and the things
which make us different, to have fun, to listen to great music and to make sure that our
cultural alliance goes on for many years to
come!
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All New Roads Lead To Norway
By Mike Flynn, Jazzwise Magazine

When I first visited a very snowy Oslo for
the mind-blowingly diverse by:Larm festival
I asked Food’s prolific and influential drummer Thomas Strønen what continues to make
the musical connections between Norway
and Britain tick? He quickly replied, “We’ve
got the same sense of humour. We all like
Monty Python!” he said laughing, before continuing; “I think also watching the British jazz
scene, I’ve always loved British jazz musicians
and I’ve always worked a lot with British jazz
musicians. I have a band now with pianist
John Taylor and Tore Brunberg who’s a great
saxophone player from Norway, and we have
a trio together (called Meadow). I’ve always
listened a lot to jazz musicians from England.
And they also seem to mix different elements
from different genres – contemporary music, electronic music, and rock music – they
don’t have too much respect for the jazz tradition, which I think is nice, because that’s
all been done and it’s still being done on a
large scale in America, so let them just continue with that. But Britain is a big country
and there’s loads of fantastic players. Many
of my favourite players live there, like Martin
France is a fantastic drummer for example.”
This fearlessly all-embracing openness has
served so much of what has shaped the current proliferation of bands and artists well, as
each one is allowed to develop and nurture

their own sonic identity. Hence Conexions
seeks to deepen and broaden these partnerships further still. It’s also apt that one of
Strønen’s heroes, the aforementioned Martin
France, should kick off this exciting series of
concerts with a truly stellar band of revered
ex-Loose Tubes guitarist John Parricelli, former Brian Eno/David Byrne bassist/composer Tim Harries, percussionist/sound designer Terje Evensen and Led Zeppelin bass
legend John Paul Jones. It speaks volumes
about the vibrancy of the current Norwegian
scene that the latter rock icon is now a huge
Supersilent fan and increasingly potent explorer of electronica himself.
Yet this is just a mouth-watering entrée for
a dazzling line up of musical exchanges from
the exquisite minimalist meetings between
the likes of Sidsel Endresen with Philip
Jeck and Chrstian Wallumrød with Garth
Knox to expansive musical forays from In
the Country, Food and a truly unmissable
meeting between Jaga Jazzist and the Britten
Sinfonia. So as Monty Python’s John Cleese
used to say, “And now for something completely different,” and in the case of Norway
and Britain’s combined musical riches, different is good.

CONEXIONS
Spin Marvel & guests including John Paul Jones & Nils Petter MolvÆr
Lars Saabye Christensen
Saturday 4 FebruaryVictoria, Oslo / Recording session for the BBC, February
For over 25 years Martin France has been
one of the major figures in forging the identity of British and European jazz. He’s worked
alongside the likes of Elvis Costello, Kenny
Wheeler, Joe Lovano and JohnTaylor and has a
particularly strong relationship with Norway,
having worked with Bugge Wesseltoft, Arild
Andersen and Sidsel Endresen. Tonight he
brings his own group Spin Marvel, whose

second album was released on Editions
Records in 2010 to great acclaim, showcasing this relationship between Tim Harries
and John Parricelli with his former pupil,
Oslo based Terje Evensen (whose own Tape
To Zero festival runs at Victoria in April).
Their guests tonight include the legendary
John Paul Jones of Led Zeppelin fame, who
seems to be spending more and more time in

Norway working with Helge Sten (Minibus
Pimps) and Supersilent (whom he met at the
Punkt Festival in 2010).
“Spin Marvel is an interesting mix of British craziness and a darker Nordic atmosphere, and that’s
what makes it, in my mind, unique.”
- Terje Evensen
Read more on page 6 - 9

Sidsel Endresen & Philip Jeck
Wednesday 29 FebruaryVictoria, Oslo

In September 2011 a hushed crowd gathered
in the Kunstmuseum in Kristiansand. As part
of the Punkt Festival there was an installation
by David Sylvian, and among the musicians
were Sidsel and Philip. As Sidsel passed the

musical baton to Philip there was a ripple
through the audience. Something magical
and beautiful had happened. Neither Sidsel
nor Philip had heard of the other before
and they hadn’t performed together. This is

an opportunity, at Conexions, to see where
these much renowned musicians will go.

Read more on page 10 - 13

Christian WallumrØd & Garth Knox with poetry by Karl Seglem
Thursday 22 MarchVictoria, Oslo
Keyboard player and composer Christian
Wallumrød and viola and viola d’amore
player Garth Knox had never met until they
were asked to play in Conexions. They both
inhabit the worlds of contemporary classical, experimental, improvisation, jazz and
traditional, and played together for the first
time for Fiona Talkington’s “Late Junction”

show on BBC Radio 3 in November 2011
when Christian’s Ensemble was touring the
UK. Now Christian and Garth meet as a
duo. Joining them as guest is a figure well
known in jazz circles in Norway and abroad,
but chosen tonight in particular for his gift
as a poet. “I remember when Karl gave me
his first book of poems,” says curator Fiona

Talkington “and sitting very early in the
morning at Kristiansand airport while the
rain poured down outside. Karl’s evocative
words were a real connection with the landscape and, in themselves, the words made
their own music.”

Read more on page 14 - 15
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PROGRAMME
In the country & BJ Cole
Victoria Oslo Wednesday 11 April / Pizza Express London Saturday 14 April
Piano trio In The Country team up with renowned UK pedal steel guitarist. Says Fiona
Talkington on the project; “I’m very excited
about bringing together In The Country and
the great pedal steel guitarist BJ Cole. All the
musicians have this real classical sensibility,

with a jazz-like sense of adventure, mixed
with enormous respect for fellow musicians
and great humility and artistic generosity. After the gig in Oslo we’re taking them
straight to London to play at the fabulous
Pizza Express in Soho for a night hosted by

one of our finest DJs, Nick Luscombe”

Read more on page 16 - 17

Food (Iain Ballamy and Thomas StrØnen) with Eivind Aarset (guitar) and
Prakash Sontakke (vocals, slide guitar)
Thursday 3 MayVictoria, Oslo / Bath Festival, May
The long-standing Ango-Norwegian band
Food is now comprised of duo saxophonist Iain Ballamy and percussionist Thomas
Strønen. Iain, known throughout Europe
as the “fantastic Englishman” was playing at
Ronnie Scott’s by the age of 20 and rapidly

made himself indispensible in the UK contemporary music scene. He can count Bill
Bruford, Django Bates, Gil Evans and Bryan
Ferry amongst his collaborators. Thomas
Strønen works not just with Food, but with
Humcrush, Meadow, Monsters and Puppets

and many more. Joining Ballamy and Strønen
for what is destined to be a memorable night
is Indian slide guitar master Prakash Sontakke
and Norwegian guitarist Eivind Aarset.

Read more on page 18 - 20

Jaga Jazzist & Britten Sinfonia
Saturday 16 June Barbican, London / Saturday 15 September Ultima Festival, Oslo
Genre defying ten-piece collective Jaga Jazzist
join one of Europe’s most dynamic chamber
orchestras, the Britten Sinfonia for a night of
orchestral, electronica-tinged, rhythmically
complex yet utterly creative playing. Nobody
knows yet what this would eventually sound
like. Says Fiona on the striking musical

partnership; “If all this Anglo-Norwegian
music making has whet your appetite for
more, head to London’s Barbican on 16 June
when Jaga Jazzist will perform with the the
UK’s brilliant orchestra Britten Sinfonia.
When Jaga’s Lars Horntveth mentioned to
me that he was keen to orchestrate material

from One Armed Bandit I had no hesitation
in suggesting Britten Sinfonia, it seemed like
the obvious musical marriage. I’m delighted
that, at last, it’s all beginning to happen, and,
as with any musical partnership, who knows
where this will go?”

Read more on page 21 - 22
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Spin Marvel & Guests including NILS Petter MOLVÆR & John Paul Jones
Lars Saabye Christensen
Saturday 4 FebruaryVictoria, Oslo / Recording session for the BBC, February

Martin France in conversation with Fiona Talkington
By Fiona Talkington

How/why did Spin Marvel come about?
“It’s essentially a collaboration between Tim
and I, evolving from numerous conversations
we’d had during our time working together
in various situations. The first time I heard
Tim was by chance on somebody’s demo cassette that I happened to stumble across in the
early 80’s and my immediate reaction was
“who the hell is that!” We’ve since worked
together many times on film and TV sessions,
avant-garde theatre productions etc. and it’s
always been fun. The idea for Spin Marvel
was always to record Bass and Drums first,
and then let the music take its own form.”
How has it changed over the years?
“ Well the core of the group has always been
the same. Terje of course brings his own imagination and technical concepts to the group
and it’s a role that both Tim and I couldn’t
have fulfilled ourselves.We don’t really speak
about the direction the music is going to take
prior to the recording process, or where we
think we might want to take it, it always suggests a path by itself and Terje is extremely
intuitive in understanding this concept
and helping it on its way. John Parricelli is
someone both Tim and I have worked with
for many years. For him to come in during
the later stages is just another way of adding
shape and dimension to the music because
he always brings and adds as much, or sometimes as little as the music suggests. He always knows what to do. So that’s the core of
the group. For our second album we decided
to add a soloist and Nils-Petter Molvaer was
the person we wanted. The way he played on
the recording and how he played what he did
is still is a mystery to me.”
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What’s special for you about this band?
“Not to have a specific agenda towards the
music. To have the luxury of bringing together singular musicians who have a similar musical philosophy and who between them have
a very broad experience. Even though some
aspects of the music (and the process of making it) can be seen as quite technical we don’t
want to make it an intellectual endeavour at
all. It’s just music for music’s sake and it has
to be an emotional experience, that’s what
musicians are for isn’t it? To lift the notes off

the paper and create a feeling or emotion,
whatever it may be.”
How/when did your connections with
Norway begin?
“I first became aware, and eventually met
many Norwegian musicians through Django
Bates. He started making inroads into the
Norwegian scene, working with many
Norwegian musicians in the mid 80’s. He recorded with Sidsel Endresen and Nils-Petter
for ECM and I was lucky enough to tour
with this band when Jon Christensen was
unavailable, which I enjoyed very much. We
also found ourselves recording for ECM and
subsequently working in Europe together on
the same bill as Masqualero, Jon Balke, Bugge
Wesseltoft and others and we enjoyed each
other’s company very much, and of course
their music made a big impression on me.”
How did you first meet Terje?
“I first met Terje about ten years ago; he
had applied to audition for a place on a jazz
course at one of the London colleges. Of
course his main instrument is the drums but
I soon found out that he was very technically
minded and worked extremely well with
computer software. I was recording music
of my own and had been experimenting with
various electronic drums for a few years so
we started to collaborate together on various projects and found that the combination
worked well - what one of us couldn’t do,
the other one could! I gradually started sending him more and more musical sounds and
ideas, particularly when Tim and I started
recording together and that was how the
original sound concept for Spin Marvel came
about. As much as we try, as musicians we
cannot do everything so finding and working
with the right people is crucial and it’s been
very inspiring to make music with Terje.”
What do you admire about the Norwegian
scene?  
“The underlying and almost unspoken rules
essential for making music and what its purpose is in the world. Music is a very direct
way to people’s imagination, and unlike
some other art forms as far as the listener
is concerned it generally has only one interpretation, certainly without the need for

intellectual over emphasis. I think there’s a
deep underlying confidence in cultural heritage, which is prevalent in many European
cultures and this is naturally channelled
through music. Of course this is true in the
UK too but for various reasons it seems a little more difficult to somehow tap in to it, but
some artists and composers manage it!”
Is there something we can learn from
them? Or that they can learn from us?
“I’m sure there is, but the best way to find
this is we just have to keep making music together and see where we end up. To survive
as a musician is very different from country
to country and that’s why it’s interesting to
collaborate because it’s a challenge and it
doesn’t always work. But like most things if
it intuitively feels good from the very first
note then it’s the right thing. That’s why this
project has been a very positive and enjoyable experience for me, to have the friendship, musical empathy and compassion from
these very special musicians.”
How did John Paul Jones become involved
with the band and what does he bring to
it?
“It turned out that for our performance at
last year’s Cheltenham Jazz festival Tim was
already committed to a long tour so the original idea was to play without bass. But as a
drummer I couldn’t imagine playing without
a bass player but I was stuck as to where to
look. John Parricelli had just worked alongside John with Mark Anthony Turnage and
suggested I approach him. I knew that he had
already been collaborating with a number of
Norwegian improvisers such as Helge Sten
and was already known for his performances
at Punkt. I believe Nils Petter had also been
speaking to him with a possibility to doing
something in the future so the link was already there. As it turned out his approach
towards the band was absolutely perfect!
We all just turned up and played, it was as
easy as that thanks to his incredible spirit and
generosity towards us all, and the music. I’m
very interested in his more experimental set
up which we weren’t able to fully exploit
in Cheltenham, but now we have another
chance which I’m very much looking forward to.”

Nils Petter Molvær

Martin France
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John Paul Jones photo by Alf Solbakken

Nils Petter MolvÆr
By MIC/Tomas Lauvland Pettersen

Joining Spin Marvel and John Paul Jones is a
true high-profile Norwegian performer and
composer; no other than trumpet icon Nils
Petter Molvær.
Nils Petter Molvær makes music in the twilight zone of electronica and jazz, the processed and the anciently acoustic, the planetary and the earthly. Molvær’s music makes
people see things. Visions and images; some
dark some luminous; “It all depends on the
person” says Nils Petter. “The images are not
mine, they belong to the listener. But I think
it’s a good sign that my music invokes images,
and sometimes even discloses simple truth: A
girl wrote me once to tell me that I had saved
her life; my music made her realize that she
was not alone.”
Since his solo debut “Khmer” from 1997,
NPM has stood forth as something of a
musical sorcerer. His masterful blending of
seemingly opposing principles of musical

expressions continues to surprise and deeply
affect the listener. His processed trumpet
tone, the interweaving of electronic, ambient
house elements with warm jazz timbres and
eclectic field recordings is by now an unmistakable musical voice. Still, with each step
and every record his powerful amalgamative
music moves towards greater clarity and precision. How his music affects people is not his
concern, that it does is.
“I always work towards emotional precision
and clarity” says Nils Petter, “maybe it can
be compared to refining tools: what they are
used to is not up to me, but the fact that they
can work with precision is very important.
Maybe the fact that people always talk about
my music in visual terms is a sign of such
precision, I don’t know. What I do know is
that I experience that what I do is becoming
purer and clearer. It is a continuous search,
trying to move away from creativity towards
disclosure. I am more interested in truth

than in sentiment. However, I hope there is a
long way to go before I arrive at any kind of
terminus in this respect. In fact I know that
will never happen, because there is no end to
the precision one can achieve in expression,
which is the same as saying that there is no
end to the wisdom one may acquire as a human being.”
Nils Petter Molvær’s latest album, 2011’s
“Baboon Moon” is an album that marks a
new direction for Molvær as it introduces
his new trio featuring drummer/percussionist Erland Dahlen and guitar powerhouse
Stian Westerhus. The album challenges every
preconception of sound as Molvær delivers
yet another career-defining album of improv-heavy, at times hardcore at other times
obliquely beautiful music that may stem from
many sources, but ultimately exists in a space
all its own.

Terje Evensen photo by Anne Elisabeth Larsen

Terje Evensen talks to Fiona Talkington
...about his connections with the UK music scene, his own work as drummer, sound artist, composer and festival director, and his involvement with Spin Marvel.
By Fiona Talkington

I wondered how you got involved with the
UK music scene? Didn’t the late Graham
Collier have something to do with it.
“Yes, very much so. Graham was in
Kristiansand for some work at the music college there and I happened to be playing a gig
with my trio that Graham came to. After the
concert he came straight up to me and asked
me to apply to the Royal Academy of Music
where he was, at the time, the head of the
jazz department. He said he really admired
my playing, and basically seemed to think
that the Royal Academy would be the right
fit for me.
By the time I got around to applying, he
was no longer working there. Even though
he still recommended the Academy, he also
suggested I try Trinity College of Music, and
that was the only school I ended up applying
for. Graham was always so supportive of my
playing and my work, which has meant a lot
to me. I met him only about five times, but
there are not many people in this world who
have had such a large and direct influence on
my life as Graham.”
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How did you first meet Martin France?
“My very first meeting with Martin was
during my audition for Trinity, and he later
became my drum teacher. We hit it off right
away, and soon after we began to work
together.”

How did you become involved with Spin
Marvel?
“Martin had been listening to some of the
music I’d made, and was impressed by my
use of electronics. He heard something there
that he wanted to utilize in his own project.”
What do you think is special about this
band?
“The freedom Martin allows each musician
makes for a very interesting collaboration.
We can really bring what ever we think is interesting to the palette and then we all work
from there. As he said in an interview with
Jazz Views about the first album “We were
keen to make the music as organic as possible
and let it follow its own path.” To me Spin
Marvel is an interesting mix of British craziness and a darker Nordic atmosphere, and
that’s what makes it, in my mind, unique.”
Can you explain a bit more about Martin’s
playing and why you admire it?
“Martin has an impressive flow in his playing,
and he’s always perfect. His use of dynamics
is epic and has a musicality that really stands
out.”
Your own music has expanded to include
your work as a drummer, sound artist,
producer, composer and festival curator.
How has this happened?

“Very organically. One thing has lead to another, and I find that each aspect feeds back
into another. I am a bit of a control freak, so
I guess that’s why I ended up producing albums as well as making them. Multi-tasking
in this way is also an effective strategy for
making things happen.”
Norway has a very strong drumming
scene? Were you influenced by anyone in
particular?
“Definitely. In my opinion, among all the
others, Norway has three great drummers:
Jon Christensen, Audun Kleive, and Paolo
Vinaccia. All three of these musicians are
wonderful drummers and I’m sure they have
influenced me on many levels.”
Your festival Tape to Zero is establishing
itself as a musical force to be reckoned
with.When did that start?
“The idea to make a festival came from my
colleague Kjetil Husebø. He just asked me
one day, about a year ago, if I wanted to help
him organise one. From there we began to
discuss and work out a concept as we felt,
and feel that Oslo needed a platform where
all the great underground electronic musicians could perform together with more
well-known artists in a supportive and professional environment. We are now finalizing
2012’s program and it looks very exciting.”

John Paul Jones
A prolific session musician in the 1960s, he
played, arranged and recorded with artists
including Dusty Springfield, Tom Jones,
The Rolling Stones, Rod Stewart and Cat
Stevens. He was a founder member of
Led Zeppelin. Following his unparalleled
career with Led Zeppelin, he worked as a
performer, arranger and producer for artists and groups including Diamanda Galas,
REM, Brian Eno, Peter Gabriel and La Fura

dels Baus. He released his debut solo album, “Zooma”, in 1999, followed by “The
Thunderthief ” (2001). Since 2004, projects
have included John Cage’s “Music Circus” at
the Barbican under the direction of Stephen
Montague, touring with bluegrass trio
Nickel Creek, and working as co-composer
and performer for Merce Cunningham’s
Nearly Ninety. In 2009 he co-founded the
band Them Crooked Vultures, with Dave

Grohl and Josh Homme, releasing a universally acclaimed album and touring the world
to sold-out venues. In 2011 John appeared
and performed in Mark-Anthony Turnage’s
opera “Anna Nicole”, and is currently writing an opera based on Strindberg’s “The
Ghost Sonata” as well as performing with his
computer noise duo “Minibus Pimps”.

Woody Allen. But beneath the liveliness of
his portrayal melancholy always lurks in the
books.
Since his début in 1976 Saabye Christensen
has written ten collections of poetry, five
collections of short stories and twelve novels. His great breakthrough came with the
novel “Beatles” in 1984. The sale of over
200,000 copies of the Norwegian edition

rendered “Beatles” one of the greatest commercial successes in NorwayNorwegian literary history.
Saabye Christensen’s Beatles creates the literary backdrop for the inaugural Conexions
concert as the celebrated writer is set to
read excerpts of the novel before Spin
Marvel with guests John Paul Jones and Nils
Petter Molvær take to the stage.

and sounds.
Whilst he is currently working as a presenter on (Sony Award-winning) BBC Radio 3’s
Late Junction, Nick also continues to produce and present his weekly Flomotion radio show on Resonance 104.4FM. His new,
monthly in-flight version of Flomotion can
also be heard on all British Airways flights
and his mixes are regularly featured on
Japan’s Alpha Station in Kyoto. His diverse
radio selections include soulful and futuristic dance and non-club electronic music,
with jazz, hip-hop and folk inspired sounds.
As a globe-trotting radio producer, he has
produced radio shows that have taken him

far afield to discover the sounds of Cuba,
Jamaica, Japan, South Africa and Morocco.
He also produced BBC Radio 2 series The
Sound of The City, presented by one of
Nick’s musical heroes, the late Charlie
Gillett.

Jones at Oslo’s Victoria on February 4.
In celebration of one of the Norwegian music scene’s strongest traits; its diversity and
cross-pollination between genres and styles;
Guttorm Andreasen puts together a veritable smorgasbord of tracks on a frequent basis that range from cutting-edge electronica
to traditional acoustic folk music, jazz and
indie.

Corporation for 16 years, from 1992 to
2008 during which he hosted a wide range
of programmes ranging from popular children’s shows, cutting-edge music programmes at the youth channels as well as
culture and arts programmes on national
TV. DJ 99 has performed in a diverse selection of locations, ranging from the Sónar
Festival in Barcelona to a small bar on the
edge of a Serbian village.

Lars Saabye Christensen
Lars Saabye Christensen (1953-) is a gifted
storyteller, a narrator who is imaginative,
but equally down to earth. His realism alternates between poetic image and ingenious incident, conveyed in supple metropolitan language and slang that never smacks of
the artificial or forced. His heroes possess a
good deal of self-irony. Indeed, critics have
drawn parallels with the black humour of

Nick Luscombe
Having earned respect from all four corners
of the music world, Nick Luscombe is one
of the UK’s most exciting and influential radio and club DJs. He is a highly regarded
and in demand selector and musical curator for both venues and commercial brands.
Nick Luscombe’s commitment to seek out
new, forward-thinking music, has constantly
won him new fans, sharing emerging and
underground music discoveries through his
radio shows and DJ sets. Since his first radio
shows on XFM in 2000, to his programmes
for BBC national radio in 2011, Nick has
maintained an unswerving focus on quality
modern music across many genres, styles

His trademark DJ sets represent a feast of
musical styles, each a one-off and tailor
made for that night. His eclectic deep-club
sounds blend moody and futuristic house
with electronica, jazz, techno, soul, disco
and hip hop. He’ll also drop a long lost 80s
soul tune or maybe even a Brazilian classic
or two when you least expect it.

DJ99
Launched in spring 2010, “99 Minutes”
is MIC Norway’s eclectic webcast series
that features one of Norway’s most respected music journalists and DJs; Guttorm
Andreasen a.k.a. DJ99 and a carefully selected playlist offering some of the country’s finest musical talents.
DJ99 is also closely linked to Conexions, and
is set to deliver his trademark eclectic DJ
sets at several of the concert series events,
beginning with the inaugural concert featuring Spin Marvel & guests inc. John Paul

DJ 99, aka Guttorm Andreasen, worked
as a presenter, DJ, reporter and producer
at the national Norwegian Broadcasting

Tune in to the “99 Minutes” webcasts at
www.listento.no.
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Sidsel Endresen & Philip Jeck
Wednesday 29 FebruaryVictoria, Oslo

Philip Jeck
By Mike Harding, December 2011

In 1997, Philip Jeck and his family moved to
a new house in Liverpool, a city in the north
west of England near Manchester. There
was quite a lot of stuff to be moved, and the
neighbour recommended a chap called Dave,
who lived down the road and was a scrap
dealer, and also did house clearance. PJ was
told this would be cheaper than hiring a skip
and doing it yourself, and also Dave’s mate
would do all the lifting and carrying. Dave
was promptly hired and they came round
they were chatting away whilst working,
Dave asked PJ what he did. PJ replied that he
was a musician.
A few weeks later, there was a knock at the
door, and it was Shirley, Dave’s wife. She said
it was her granddaughter’s 7th birthday and
could PJ do a show at the birthday party.
PJ looked puzzled and replied: “I don’t really think what I do is appropriate for a kid’s
party.” Shirley asked: “Is your act a bit ‘blue’?”
To which PJ replied: “What is it you think I
do?” Shirley said that Dave had told her PJ
was a magician. PJ laughed and said: “Dave
must have misheard me, I said I was a musician!” Shirley replied that Dave was a bit hard
of hearing...
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Well, PJ IS, of course, a magician. To be sure,
yes he is a “musician”, but in reality he creates magical conjunctions without ever fully
knowing what will come out of the hat. “If
you make a mistake, do it again. Now it’s
not a mistake anymore, it’s a part”, as Duane
Allman said in Rolling Stone. Chance encounters and mistakes litter his work, but
PJ has the historical perspective and musical
knowledge to turn these ingredients into a
creative, and of course homespun, recipe,
rather than simply a melange of sound. Its
one thing to throw in the ingredients, even if
they are impeccably sourced, stir the pot and
hope for the best. But PJ draws deep within
himself, to access the parts the beer he had
before the show cannot reach.

I see this often close up and first hand;
at Lincoln Cathedral for a Spire event in
October 2011, the audience broke through
the critical psychological barrier in place in
front of the performer, having been encouraged by me beforehand to “walk around this
amazing building and listen to the sounds
from different locations and perspectives.”
One chap with a big nose had no sense of
space or decorum, and thrust himself right
into Jeck’s table of events. Looming over the
turntable, as I hovered nearby to repel all
borders, he loudly asked: “What is this chap
trying to achieve?” Jeck ploughed on, (I managed somehow to deflect the nose’s interest)
and produced one of THE great performances. Grace under pressure. [Trans.: That’ll
teach the bastard!]

disbelief when he won a hugely prestigious
composers award reveal a deep humility. All
this is poured into his work, the record deck
motors powered by emotion as much as experience and will.

It’s never dull. Evenings in Liverpool involve excellent food, lashings of booze and
laughter and a thorough and often surprising
musical education... leaping from one side
of the sitting room (CDs) to the other (LPs)
past the hi-fi, PJ spins a feast of concoctions
made from muso-magical ingredients. No
barriers, no genres, just quality fare, always,
but always with a story. PJ dances around
the room, then slumps onto the sofa, wine
glass at a tilt, as he listens with amazement
to sounds he has heard many times before,
but is still as excited and entranced as he ever
was by them.

In some ways, to be this age is the perfect
place to be. Culturally, he witnessed the great
explosions of musical freedom in the 60s and
70s, saw analogue reach its apogee and the
transformation info digital. Comfortable
with both, he sees their utility and limit. A
rough childhood, awakening at Dartington,
chance encounters in New York City and
elsewhere constitute the creative foundations
which now bear fruit.

This childlike quality carries over into all aspects of his work and life. Ever-playful, teasing, great jokes (his own and others “fork
handles!”), PJ is a straightforward, complicated man. He told me he was 60 in 2011,
when in fact it’s 2012... (twice as old as
Touch, then!), keenly aware of the transience
of things and surprisingly well-read, given
his peripatetic education. Very funny and
serious; hugely sympathetic to the suffering of others, having done so much himself,
but doesn’t suffer fools gladly; the tears of

Mike Harding is the founder and publisher of Touch Music as well as a respected
curator, producer, lecturer, publisher, author as well as editor.

PJ accepts the travails and boredom of travelling as a necessary curse to get where he
really wants to be - live behind his decks,
spinning, messing, larking about in deadly
seriousness. I try to record his sound checks
where this balance of opposites plays out
most interestingly. Some of the audio gets
used as a contribution towards edits he uses
for his releases. To PJ they are not enough
on their own... merely a chance practice to
stretch out, like the footballer on the touchline, warming up. It’s bloody magic to me.

This is beginning to sound like an obituary.
The Great Jeck. Long may he last!

Philip Jeck
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Sidsel Endresen
By MIC/Tomas Lauvland Pettersen

Sidsel Endresen is one of Norway’s most
prolific and internationally recognised improvisation musicians; a strong and distinct
personality who makes her mark on all the
projects she participates in. Covering a vast
musical territory reaching from Nordic folk
songs and cutting-edge improvisation to the
rich cultural heritage of Arabic, Chinese and
Japanese traditional singing, Endresen has
created her own form of expression, and
gradually perfected it into a new musical
language.
Following a highly successful musical encounter at last year’s Punkt Festival in
Kristiansand, Endresen is now set to team up
with UK turntablist Philip Jeck for a highly
anticipated concert at Oslo’s Victoria venue
on February 29th.
MIC reached Endresen in early January as the
celebrated vocalist was busy preparing a year
that looks set to be a hectic one; “I’m currently working on my next solo album, if all
goes well I’ll have it in the bag this Spring
and by early Autumn it’ll be out in the shops.”
Says Endresen on working with her new musical partner, UK turntablist and sound artist Philip Jeck; “My first meeting with Philip
Jeck came at last year’s Punkt where we were
both part of David Sylvian’s “Uncommon
Deities” sound installation. We took turns
playing solo passages before we entered a

long stretch of free improvised duo playing.
We hit off really well, the playing flowed
freely and intuitively, just as it should if you
dare to let go and try to play or sing what’s
inside your head.”
One might assume that working as a vocalist with a turntablist that employs modified
record players would pose a tonal challenge
for the celebrated singer. On the contrary,
Endresen seems to thrive in the newfound
duo environment; “Philip uses his turntables pretty much as a conventional instrument. Performance wise, his playing style is
extremely flexible, he adapts really well to
what I do and I try my best to return the favour. Over the years, working in an unconventional context like this has almost become
the standard for me, it’s almost as if working
with more of a sonic or sonorous rather than
conventional harmonic approach feels more
natural these days.”
“Working with Phillip is really just a continuation of what each of us has been doing for
years,” says Endresen. “I’ll do my thing and
Phillip does what he’s so good at, blended together this happens to end up sounding really
well. Even though Philip is a turntablist, he
still works with clear tonal and melodic elements. As a vocalist, I’ll probably find some
new tonal possibilities and probably also a set
of challenges. Another positive side-effect of

our new duo is the fact that it forces me to
be creative, the two of us playing together
enforces new aspects of each other’s playing
to emerge. Perhaps his strongest trait is that
he is a person that’s so wonderfully devoid of
any artistic taboos!”
Endresen also praises Conexions curator
Fiona Talkington; “Fiona is a true master at
suggesting new constellations, pairing musicians, sharing her strong artistic visions and
keeping everyone involved in continuous
dialogue. One of her strengths is to come up
with artistic innovation in close partnership
with all of the involved performers, the new
constellations in the Conexions programme
are a result of a process where everyone has
a voice.”
The year has started on a busy note and seems
to continue at the same pace. 2012 will see
Endresen touring at home and abroad with
her duo with guitarist Stian Westerhus, a remix-trio that includes Punkt Festival fathers
Jan Bang and Erik Honoré, with Humcrush
and she will also play a long run of solo
shows.
Endresen’s parting words bode well for her
Oslo performance with Philip Jeck; “This
will be a real musical challenge, I can’t wait
to hit the stage with Philip!”
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Sidsel Endresen photo by CF Wesenberg
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Christian WallumrØd & Garth Knox with poetry by Karl Seglem
Thursday 22 MarchVictoria, Oslo
Christian WallumrØd
By MIC/Tomas Lauvland Pettersen

The unlikely combination of harmonium, viola d’amore, goat horns and spoken poetry creates the basis for one of the
Conexions series most unconventional but
also highly anticipated concerts as keyboard
player and composer Christian Wallumrød
teams up with UK viola player Garth Knox
and Norwegian saxophonist and poet Karl
Seglem.
Christian Wallumrød draws his influences from Norwegian folk music, jazz and
composers such as John Cage and Morton
Feldman. He also plays harmonium and toy
piano, blending with the horns, drums and
strings of his ensemble. The result has been
described as “wondrously obscure new music.” Knox and Wallumrød both inhabit the
worlds of contemporary classical, experimental improv, jazz and folk and played together for the first time for Fiona Talkington’s
“Late Junction” show on BBC Radio 3 in
November 2011.
MIC talked to Wallumrød in early January as
the composer and keyboardist was busy prepping for an upcoming tour and composing
new pieces for album releases later in 2012.
“At the moment I’m gearing up for a tour of
Germany with my ensemble in February and
Norway the following month. I’ll also hit the
road with my trio. Another major project for
me is my new album that I hope to finish this
spring and have it ready for release through
ECM in the Autumn.”
Says Wallumrød on working with Dublinborn viola and viola d’amore player Garth
Knox; “The two of us had never met or
worked together before Fiona introduced us
and invited us to perform with some of the
members of my ensemble at her BBC programme “Late Junction” in November last
year. I’d heard him play solo performances
before and really liked his approach to playing. At that first concert we played a mix of
my own compositions and pieces by Garth as
well as long improvised passages, it turned
out that things fit together really well and we
both liked what we did create together.”
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“The March concert in Oslo will feature
much of the same material,” says Wallumrød.
“Of course, we’ll rehearse a bit more but we
might also improvise more stuff now that
we know each other better. One element
will be totally new to both of us, and that is
Karl Seglem who will join us, not primarily

as a saxophonist or goat horn player as he is
known for; he will be reading his own poetry. It was originally Fiona’s idea to bring
in Seglem, but I immediately jumped at the
idea; I love his writing and felt that it could
fit in perfectly. Karl will also bring his instruments and contribute with his trademark
goat horn and sax playing as well as introduce
some of his own compositions, but it is the
poetry bit that that’s really new for us all.”
Making the transition from the six-piece
Christian Wallumrød Ensemble that features
strings, horns, percussion and keys to the
Wallumrød/Knox/Seglem combo is a challenge the composer and keyboardist seems to
look forward to tackling; “When approaching a new constellation like this, I often start
with a basis in the instrumentation and try to
conceive ideas that fit the tools at hand. Our
new combo represents many exciting possibilities within the instrumentation, the viola
and viola d’amore fits surprisingly well with
an old harmonium that I plan to use. Couple
this with Karl’s saxes and goat horns not to
mention his fantastic poems and you’ve got a
mix that leaves lot of room for exploration.”
Although coming from slightly differing
genre backgrounds, Wallumrød feels that he
and Knox share many of the same basic ideas
about performing and composing; “I feel that
Garth, Karl and me all share an openness for
new forms of expressions, a will to challenge
established perceptions of genres and a desire to promote cross pollination between
genres and styles. This new setting is both a
fun combination of instruments and performance styles as well as an open space for unrestrained exploration.”
“I see Garth as a performer that has fantastic
achievements in spheres that haven’t ventured that much into. He has performed and
recorded challenging contemporary works,
early music and baroque pieces, music that
I love to listen to but have not played much
myself. He’s bringing a wealth of experience and artistic solidity to the table, I’m
honoured to work with him and to be included in the project in the first place. I can
wholeheartedly identify with the project and
its scope; Conexions highlights the strong
ties between Norwegian and UK improvising musicians that go back many years, says
Wallurød before rushing off for a rehearsal
with his ensemble.”
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Karl Seglem
Tenor saxophonist, goat horn player and
poet Karl Seglem is widely regarded as one
of the most exciting and innovative jazz musicians in Norway.
Norway has spawned quite a plethora of
distinctive musicians that have made it their
enterprise to merge musical traditions,
often from their respective homesteads,
with contemporary expressions, world music and improvisational jazz. Karl Seglem
looms prominently among these and he is
unquestionably one of the great innovators

Christian Wallumrød © Urban Willi / ECM Records (Poetry by Karl Seglem from “Stilla er ein åker” – published by Det Norske Samlaget 2006)

Garth Knox was born in Ireland and grew up
in Scotland. Being the youngest of four children who all played string instruments, he was
encouraged to take up the viola, and he quickly decided to make this his career. He studied
at the Royal College of Music in London with
Fredrick Riddle, where he won several prizes
for viola and for chamber music. Thereafter
he played with most of the leading groups in
London in a mixture of all repertoires, from
baroque to contemporary music.

stitches the ears
rtions

In 1983 he was invited by Pierre Boulez
to become a member of the Ensemble
Intercontemporain in Paris, where he had
the chance to do much solo playing (including concertos directed by Pierre Boulez) and
chamber music, touring widely and playing in
international festivals.

ts own

In 1990 Garth Knox joined the Arditti String
Quartet, playing in all the major concert halls
of the world, working closely with and giving
first performances of pieces by most of today’s
leading composers including Ligeti, Kurtag,
Berio, Xenakis, Lachenmann, Cage, Feldman
and Stockhausen (the famous “Helicopter
Quartet”).

t seam of noise
eath

and visionaries of Norwegian music; reinvigorating both Norwegian traditional
genres and jazz with his unwavering will to
fuse traditions, pursue crossover ventures
and embrace new instruments, sounds
and perspectives. His trademark has become the use of rams’ horns as a wind instrument. This has great symbolic power
of course, but it is no mere gimmick. The
horns present a sound which is both ancient, it was a common thing to play rams’
horns in Norway in olden times, and at the

Garth Knox

Since leaving the quartet in 1998, Garth
Knox has given premieres by Henze (the Viola
Sonata is dedicated to him), Ligeti, Schnittke,
Ferneyhough, James Dillon, George Benjamin
and many others. He also collaborates regularly in theatre and dance projects and has
written and performed shows for children
and young audiences. Improvisation is also
an important part of his musical activity, and
he has performed with George Lewis, Steve
Lacy, Joel Léandre, Dominique Pifarély,
Bruno Chevillon, Benat Achiary, Scanner and
many others. He appears on the Frode Haltli
CD “Passing Images”. In the past decade he has
begun to write his own music, and is much
in demand for theatre, dance and film scores
as well as concert pieces and instrumental
works.
same time avant-garde, due to the musical
contexts in which he lets the instrument
feature.
In addition to his long career as a performer
and composer, Seglem has also published
several literary works, distinguishing himself as a respected poet with a distinct voice.
2006 saw Seglem debuting as a poet with
“Stilla er ein åker” and 2012 will see the
launch of a follow-up to his critically acclaimed collection of lyrical and aesthetic
poems.

Garth Knox has recently begun to explore the
possibilities of the viola d’’amore in new music, with and without electronics, and is in the
process of creating a new repertoire for this
instrument. His CD “D’Amore” (EMI New
Series 1925) features old and new music for
the viola d’amore.
Garth Knox now lives in Paris playing recitals, concertos and chamber music concerts
all over Europe, the USA and Japan. His solo
CD with works from Ligeti, Dusapin, Berio,
Kurtág and others (MO 782082) won the coveted Deutsche Schallplaten Preis in Germany.
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In The Country with BJ Cole
Victoria Oslo Wednesday 11 April / Pizza Express London Saturday 14 April
BJ Cole

Whether co-writing with the Orb, re interpreting Roy Orbison with Brian Eno or creating a context for the pedal steel in folk music with Martin Simpson, BJ Cole continues
to prove himself the most essential and pioneering pedal steel guitarist in the UK today.

In The Country
By Marcus O’Dair

His uniquely eclectic style of pedal steel
guitar playing first made an impact on the
British music scene in the early 1970s with
his performances on Elton John’s classic
“Tiny Dancer” and Joan Armatrading’s hit
single “Down To Zero”.
Throughout the 70s and into the 80s, BJ’s
inimitable contributions to classic recordings
by Marc Bolan, Scott Walker, The Stranglers,
KD Lang, Deacon Blue and Paul Young
earned him considerable respect as both an
innovative and exciting creative force.
During the 90s, BJ’s desire to pioneer the use
of the Pedal Steel Guitar far beyond its traditional context in Country Music has ensured
that he has continued to expand the instrument’s horizons into uncharted territory.
The success of this pioneering approach has
been born out through sessions and live performances with artists as diverse as David
Sylvian, Depeche Mode, Beck, Bjork, Sting,
John Cale and most recently, Martin Simpson
and Tom Jones.
His explorations have also seen the release
of a string of solo and collaborative recordings “Transparent Music” (1989), “Heart Of
The Moment” (1995), “Stop The Panic” (with
Luke Vibert, 2000), “Trouble In Paradise“
(2004), “Into The Blue”, (with cellist Emily
Burridge, 2006) and “Lush Life” (with Roger
Beaujolais and Simon Thorpe, 2009).
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From the ethnic simplicity of the dobro and
slide guitar, through to the sophistication
made possible by the interfacing of BJ’s pedal
steel to synthesizers via MIDI, BJ continues
to extend the range of sounds and possibilities he can employ on recording sessions and
in concert.
“Best pedal steel player in the world I’d
say...” Sting

Traditionalists put the date in the late 1960s,
when Miles plugged in, or even the previous decade, when Cecil and Ornette kicked
away the supporting girders of harmony and
rhythm. Progressives put it later: perhaps,
if they’re cheeky enough, in 1987, when
Wynton launched his programme at New
York’s Lincoln Center. But both sides agree
that jazz has breathed its last. For the bereaved if no-one else, the death knell rings
louder than any New Orleans funeral band.
In The Country can’t be a jazz trio, then.
They didn’t release their debut album until
2004, and they don’t appear to have been
embalmed. Neither do they pretend not to
have heard Radiohead and Sigur Ros and
Spiritualized and Dirty Three and Wilco and
Ryan Adams. Sometimes, and not only when
they cover a tune like Adams’ “In My Time
Of Need”, they even try to sound like those
artists. It’s just that, because their sound remains rooted in piano, bass and drums, and
because they’ve also heard Olivier Messiaen
and Domenico Scarlatti and Paul Bley, they
fail spectacularly.
Instead they sound shimmering, translucent,
spacious and sparse, save for the occasional,
slow-motion climax and crescendo or ugly,
pained disintegration, measured out death
rattle by death rattle. They sound, in other
words, like In The Country, a moniker that
seems to refer at the same time to the countryside, to the country of Norway, and to
country as a musical genre.
Countryside first. If not watching the accompanying DVD, which features some live
footage but attempts to recreate the In The
Country live show in spirit only, Morten says
the new album would ideally be listened to
whilst looking out from a high balcony. The
natural environment can’t help but affect the

music. “I think it’s holistic. Everything affects
everything.”
In terms of country and nationhood, Morten
isn’t much interested in discussing the
“Nordic tone”, that reductive but pervasive
notion that music made in a cold climate
must also be emotionally cold. But the former Jazzist and one-man Orchestra does
admit to being influenced by the geography
of his homeland, both its physical landscapes
and its low population density.
“Norwegian history is a history of making our own decisions in everyday life,
just because people are living so far away
from each other. Like, if you have a wolf
on your doorstep, you have to make your
own decision about shooting it. If you’re
living in England or in Sweden, you have
to go to the landlord to say “What do I do
with this wolf?” Here in Norway you have
to make up your own mind. I think that’s
more important than people realize; that
we have been an autodidact society, since
olden times, and that we just do what we
think is best without asking for permission. This is important for the development of Norwegian jazz, that people have
just done their own thing. Some of it has
been Nordic and some of it has been very
un-Nordic. It’s just about making good
music out of what you are. And that’s what
we try to do with In The Country.”
And so to country as genre. Perhaps it’s that
frontier spirit that has encouraged the trio to
look to America, and Americana, for inspiration. The appeal of such lyric-led music to a
largely instrumental act may not be immediately clear but, rather than bourbon and broken hearts, it’s the lean, distilled songcraft
that seems to appeal. This is a group that
believes in strong hooks above the flaunting

In the country photo by GuriDahl
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of technical chops and that frosty clarity of
melodic line is evident even during the solos,
which come closer than most to truly spontaneous composition.
There aren’t many piano trios in Nashville,
but then In The Country seem at various
points equally inspired by downtempo pop,
ambient electronica, post-rock and even
baroque period classical piano music. Half
a century since Bill Evans hooked up with
Scott LaFaro and Paul Motian, some say the
piano trio is exhausted anyway, although In
The Country couldn’t care less - and not only
because they see themselves almost as a sextet, with Andreas Mjøs, like soundman Ingar
Hunskaar and lighting designer Nico Benz,
now viewed as an honorary member of the
band.
“You can always make something new out
of something torn or worn-out. It’s quite
similar to making paintings, the format

is that you paint on paper, that’s a given,
and it can be experimental in that setting.
Rather than trying to create a band with
pan flute and didgeridoo and electronics
just to be experimental, it’s more interesting to make our music within a worn-out,
old-fashioned form, but to try to do something new.”
There’s a stalactite fragility to In The
Country even at their most surging, although
Pål says there’s an often overlooked humour
buried deep beneath the limestone. There’s
no ego in this music, or rather, no individual
egos. Playing together, rather than merely at
the same time, the musicians move as one
from the exquisite to the wildly expansive.
Sometimes, as Roger says, they try to do
both at the same time.
“I think that’s what we’ve always been
doing, very beautiful, nice melodies and
hard, abstract rock. You tend to get one,

not both, in a band. I think we all think
not just of getting the beautiful melody,
but of adding an edge to it, a friction in
some way.”
It is in part a desire to document that dynamic range, still greater on stage than in the
studio, that was behind the band’s decision
to make “Sounds And Sights” a live album,
recorded at shows in Kongsberg and Oslo.
Until now the group have always recorded
at Atlantis, a Swedish studio still best known
for producing the big Abba hits. In truth, it
was always a surprising choice for In The
Country. Or it would have been if they were
a jazz trio.
UK music journalist Marcus O’Dair has written
for the Guardian, the Independent, the Times, the
Financial Times and magazines including Plan B
and Dazed & Confused – he is also a contributor
to various music sites such as allaboutjazz.com.

Food with Eivind Aarset and Prakash Sontakke
Thursday 3 MayVictoria, Oslo / Bath Festival, May
Iain Bellamy and Thomas Strønen photo by Knut Bry

Thomas StrØnen
By Adriana Carcu

Thomas Strønen is undoubtedly one of the
most talented drummers of his generation.
A member of Food, Humcrush, Meadow,
Monsters & Puppets and many more, his
very diverse, yet highly recognisable style
puts him is at the heart of these projects.
With new albums from Monsters & Puppets,
Humcrush and The Living Room, Thomas
takes some time off his incredibly busy
schedule to talk about how he started playing
drums and his long-standing collaboration
with Iain Ballamy as Food.
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“Iain and I meet through friends; (hold on!)
Iain’s sister in law knew a friend of mine’s
girlfriend… While visiting my friend he decided to call Iain so we could meet. At the
time, I was studying music and was of course
happy to get to meet a well-known and experienced musician like him. I knew him from
Django Bates’s band [ed: Loose Tubes] and
Earthworks.”

Thomas, how did you come to play music,
and what made you choose the drums?
“At the age of five, visiting Kiel in Germany, I
discovered a tin drum in a shop window and
cried my eyes out to get it. That day I threw
out my teddy bear and replaced it with that
drum. I had it with me almost everywhere
and played it till it fell to pieces. I don’t
know why I chose drums, or even music. My
grandfather, whom I never met, was an accordion player and violinist, and my much
older brother was a DJ. I’ve always been
playing and in my grade book from my first
year at school (and the following ones) it said
“Thomas keeps disturbing the other pupils by
drumming on his desk all the time”.”

“Iain played me some records and I played
him a demo cassette! He actually loved it and
suggested we start a band together. I thought
he was just being polite until I met him by
accident at some festival a year later. When
he wondered why I hadn’t stayed in contact, I
decided to do something about it. It felt natural to ask Mats, as we where playing a lot together. I’d just done a project with Arve and
he was also interested in continuing the relationship. One phone call later, we had two
festival gigs at the Molde Jazz Festival, ending
up with a live recording. We continued with
this constellation for six years and did four
records together as a quartet. At some stage
everyone got extremely busy and instead of
saying no to lots of nice opportunities, we
decided to work as a duo, inviting various
suitable guests for our performances.”

You’ve been performing and recording
with Iain Ballamy in Food for over ten
years now, first as a quartet with Mats
Eilertsen and Arve Henriksen, then as a
duo. How did you meet Iain and how did
the project start?

How did you make the transition from
quartet to duo when Mats and Arve left?
Was it a natural process for you two to
continue working together?
“After Arve left the band to concentrate
more on his solo career, we tried out a few

different settings without being satisfied. To
find why we liked playing together again, Iain
and I went into the studio for almost a week
in London. That resulted in us taking the music in a totally different direction and it got
released as “Molecular Gastronomy”. It took
quite a few concerts and long hours at various rehearsal spaces to come to what represents Food today though. To make the break
even clearer we approached Manfred Eicher
at ECM with new recorded music, and released “Quiet Inlet” last year. We’re now at
the final stage of finishing off another record
for ECM. This time there will be with more
guests, including an indian singer that will
take you to another planet!”
“Food perform both as duo and with likeminded guests. Instead of tying the band up
in one setting, depending on everybody’s
availability and running the danger of get
stuck musically, we invite musicians we think
can contribute sounds and texture we think
and hope can develop and complement our
own.”
As you’ve just mentioned, you regularly
work with additional musicians in Food,
the most recent of which is Christian
Fennesz, with whom you have played
live recently and who featured on “Quiet
Inlet”. How do these collaborations happen, and are you planning on working
more extensively with Fennesz or Nils
Petter Molvær, with whom you were due to
tour Japan last June, before the tour had
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Prakash Sontakke
One of the only musicians from Karanataka
playing the slide guitar and the only one
to have won the US Independent World
Music Awards and the Nashville Award for
Composers. Prakash has toured extensively with his troupe the Prakash Sontakke,
International Trio lehera, Moonarra and
more recently with Food where he performs with UK saxophonist Iain Ballamy
and Norwegian drummer Thomas Strønen.
Sontakke is widely regarded as one of the
leading names in the field of Hindustani
classical and fusion music. Sontakke is an
A grade artiste from the Akashwani and is
currently one of the very few people that

to be postponed following the earthquake
that devastated part of the country?
“Last year, we played as a trio with Fennesz,
as a quartet with Fennesz and Nils Petter, as a
trio with Eivind Aarset, as a trio with Prakash
Sontakke and as a quartet with Aarset and
Sontakke. We will be touring Japan in April
2012 with Nils Petter and we will continue
to collaborate with all the others as well. Like
most collaborations, they happen by listening
or playing with new musicians or trying out
new constellations when we get solicited.”
This collaboration with Iain is one of your
longest-running projects to date. How do
you keep moving forward with it, especially with you living in Norway and Iain
in the UK?
“I work with both Iain and John Taylor from
the UK, with Torben Snekkestad and Søren
Kjærgaard in Denmark and other musicians
living in different places. We tour everywhere, so it doesn’t really matter where you
live.We rehearse ahead of touring or meet up
for a few days to work. With Food, we always
set off two or three weeks in a year, just to rehearse for long hours. On top of that, we record all concerts we do and sit down and go
through them. Some end up on records too!”
Is it easy for you to adapt to the various formations you work with, especially
considering how different Food is from
Humcrush, or Monsters & Puppets from
your solo work? Do you fall back into the
necessary mood instantly, or does it take

you a while to find your feet again?
“I like the combinations I do. Rather than
using my whole vocabulary in one (or each)
band, I like to give myself different roles in
the settings I play. I love working with electronics in Food and Humcrush and then I really appreciate only having acoustic sounds in
Meadow.”
“I like a lot of different music and I don’t like
to categorise the different styles I might be
touching. I feel that it just sets limitations.
I’m more concerned who I play with, rather
than which segment they might belong to. I
work with composition and improvisation,
with texture and with melody, with beat and
with ambience. Some call it jazz, others film
music, whatever that is. What’s important to
me is being able to be Thomas Strønen every
time I play. That’s my freedom.”
With most of your work based on improvisation, was it always part of how you conceived playing music?
“Back to as early as I can remember, I had
problems being told what to play. I always
felt I had a better solution than my teacher
at school or in the school band. I must have
been a nightmare to work with. I started in
a modern mini big band when I was thirteen
and didn’t read music very well, so I was
dependent on learning things by ear. Music
was also quite difficult for me to play, with
a heavy-rock background, and I had to have
good ideas to manage to get through it.”

plays the Hawaiian and slide guitar in the
Hindustani style. Prakash prefers to play
the Gayaki Ang (vocal style), which recreates the emotion of the human voice on the
slide guitar.
Sontakke hooked up with Food as the duo
toured India with sitar master Ravi Chary
last year.The fruits of the successful collaboration were showcased for a wider audience
late last autumn at an applauded performance at the Oslo World Music Festival.
“A magical hybrid of technology and improvisation, ambience and dance.”
- BBC Music Magazine

“Even as a composer, I think it’s important
that sometimes musicians have ideas that
might be stronger than what’s composed, so
I’m always open for that. Having said that,
I actually love playing good parts, like when
Food played with the London Sinfonietta. I
had to read the whole score and make my
own drum part visual to keep up with the
orchestra.”
You’ve got a very personal and recognisable style which extends far beyond conventional drumming. What or who has
inspired you in your formative years and
in your career since?
“As mentioned above, I’ve been influence by
lots of different styles, genres and people. I
got into improvised music in my early teens
and was lucky to play with better and more
experienced musicians at an early stage. I dug
into the jazz history while studying music for
six years, but also got into Japanese music
(koto, vocals, drum music), classical music
(from Bach to Shostakovich and Cage), electronic music (From Varèse to Nordheim and
Squarepusher) and also singer/songwriters
like Joni Mitchell and Bob Dylan.”
By Adriana Carcu, Germany-based Romanian
journalist Adriana Carcu is executive editor of No
Strings Attached E-News and writes for a number
of media outlets, including allaboutjazz.com
This interview was originally featured in a longer
version in allaboutjazz.com and has been reproduced with permission.

Iain Ballamy
The long-standing Anglo-Norwegian band
Food is now the duo of saxophonist Iain
Ballamy and percussionist Thomas Strønen.
The two team up with Norwegian guitar
legend Eivind Aarset and Indian slide guitarist phenomenon Prakash Sontakke for
yet another exciting chapter in the story of
Food.

the more straight-ahead approach of Anorak
and more recently the freer, electronic territories of Food. His plaintive tone recalls
Stan Getz but his lyrical invention and vocal
expressiveness, coupled with his command
and range of the instrument, makes him a
true one-off and inspiring to hear: one of
the UK’s most treasured voices in jazz.

with renowned musicians from Hungary,
Norway, Spain, Sudan, Brazil and beyond...
Ballamy’s wide ranging musical interests
add depth and creativity to his music which
can be clearly heard on the strong Food
releases “Veggie”, “Last Supper” and most
recently on “Molecular Gastronomy” all on
Norwegian label Rune Grammofon.

Says Fiona Talkington on Food’s Conexions
concert with Aarset and Sontakke; “The series wouldn’t be complete without Food, a
long-standing Anglo-Norwegian partnership which is now the duo of Iain Ballamy
and Thomas Strønen. Together their creativity is boundless and their guests Eivind
Aarset and an Indian slide guitarist I can’t
wait to hear, Prakash Sontakke, promise
beautiful and inspiring music.”

Ballamy established himself playing alongside notables including Hermeto Pascoal,
the late Gil Evans, George Coleman,
Dewey Redman, Mike Gibbs and the New
York Composers Orchestra. Touring extensively world-wide, he has appeared at
most international festivals and venues.
A long time collaborator with Django
Bates, since the days of Loose Tubes and
Bill Bruford’s Earthworks he is currently
a member of Django’s Human Chain and
Delightful Precepice. Parallel to his international jazz career, Ballamy has pursued his
interest in world music, playing concerts
in India and Europe with the Karnataka
College of Percussion. He has performed
and forged strong working relationships

Now down to the duo of Ballamy and
Strønen after trumpeter Arve Henriksen
left, Food looks to be more active than
ever. “Molecular Gastronomy”, their fifth
album, was recorded by Jeremy Cox over
a period of two years and mixed by Ashley
Slater, who also contributes on three tracks.
To a larger degree that its predecessors,
“Molecular Gastronomy” is mostly freely
improvised, much in the same way as the
duo’s live appearances are. Given the new
set-up and a fresh approach, it’s seems that
Ballamy, without doubt one of the great
British sax players of his generation, is left
with ample room for his distinct, exploratory and utterly rewarding playing.

was entitled Electronique Noir, and the concept of Black noise/white silence is a kind
of watchword he has hung on to. Maybe it
is not about darkness though, but the enigmatic aspect of his music: Three more brilliant records down the road Aarset has often
been portrayed as a soothsayer and a sage;
one asking questions with his music that the
rest of us will only discover the answers to
in the still misty future.

Laswell, Dhafer Youssef, Jon Hassell, Jan
Garbarek, Paolo Fresu, Marilyn Mazur,
J.Peter Schwalm, Talvin Singh, and Andy
Sheppard. For nearly a decade he was a
mainstay with Nils Petter Molvaer’s band,
(appearing on nearly all of Molvaer’s solo
albums, including the breakthrough album “Khmer” and 2006’s award-winning
“ER”). He also has collaborated with Dhafer
Youssef, both live and in the studio and has
in later years also devoted considerable time
on the road and in the studio with Japanese
koto master Michiyo Yagi.

Iain Ballamy, is arguably one of the most
creative and versatile forces in British contemporary music. His pedigree as a firstrate player and composer is without question, from his early work with Loose Tubes,
Balloon Man and Acme, right through to

Eivind Aarset
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Eivind Aarset is like a shy musical Jedi
Knight. The force is strong in him, obviously, for his guitar has played a major part
in sculpting a lot of the most important
music to come out of Norway in the past
ten- to fifteen years. He is an experimental
jazz maestro, yet a reclusive one. The four
records he has released in his own name are
elusive masterpieces; dark, timeless things
that live their lives in a world without neon
signs and advertisements.
The first record he released in his own name

As one of Norway’s most in-demand guitarists, Eivind Aarset has worked with Bill

Jaga Jazzist & Britten Sinfonia
Saturday 16 June Barbican, London / Saturday 15 September Ultima Festival, Oslo
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Jaga Jazzist photo by Robin Ottersen

Jaga Jazzist
By Martin Revheim

Wind back to the mid-90s; a crew of close
friends, in size amounting to half of a highschool class gather in a small town a few
hours’ drive south of Oslo. They’re kids that
have barely felt puberty’s powerful ability to transform proportions. They’re listening to Dire Straits and Michael Jackson;
beneath that mix lurks jazz with Miles and
Oslo 13. On the sidelines, the presence of
of Motorpsycho, Jim O’Rourke and Tortoise
is gradually being felt stronger and stronger.
Above this concoction of musical influences
rests a blessing echo of music the kids have
yet to hear but will soon embrace; Steve
Reich and Jean-Claude Vannier.

almost crude; they’re that eager to get their
music out. It sounds as if the collective splatters all of its musical references over the lead
sheets, a veritable action-painting, only to
erase it in the next phase, then add some and
the scrape it all off again. Jaga removes the
clear-cut divisions and transitions between
layers to end up with a seamless and liquid
form of music that breathes warmly, which is
elastic and bouncy, crackling and edgy.

Listening to Jaga Jazzist’s music one can clearly hear the inherent initiative and ambitions.
They’re not stingy and overly self-conscious
as most of the other young reference-outfits
out there, instead their musical output is

Jaga Jazzist is the workplace everyone really wants to be a part of, an environment in
which everyone’s voice is being heard, where
the collective security is strong enough to
warrant artistic risk-taking, where everyone

Jaga Jazzist’s music is genuinely lovable, effortlessly eclectic and ever so attractive. It’s
music that’s begging to be heard all the while
it’s grateful for its very existence.

feeds off each other, where conflict represents a possible breakthrough as all band
members trust each others’ loyalty to the
collective, where each individual supports
the common good. Early on, Jaga Jazzist
learned that each band member is part of a
larger cycle of life in which the audience is
the oxygen the collective needs to breathe.
Jaga Jazzist can sell out venues worldwide
due to an indisputable fact; in their music and
appearance we can all recognize something
that we want to be.
Martin Revheim - founder of Oslo venue Blå (which
played a pivotal role in Jaga’s route to fame in the
late 90s), former MIC Norway director, currently
Head of DnB NOR Savings Bank Foundation’s new
downtown Oslo culturally themed realty project
and is a lifelong Jaga Jazzist fan.

Britten Sinfonia
By Fiona Talkington

There are many orchestras and ensembles
who would love to achieve what Britten
Sinfonia has done in its 20 years existence.
They have the deepest respect within the
classical world, as a world leader in contemporary music, and they have an enviable track
record in coming up with concert programming which packs halls and energizes audiences. They’re based in the historic British
city of Cambridge, but they are regulars on
the London stages and have a busy touring schedule taking in Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay, the USA, and many countries within Europe.
They attract world class soloists and conductors who are keen to work with the outstanding musicians which make up this adventurous
orchestra. They’re as comfortable in the vast
spaces of the Royal Albert Hall as they are playing in muddy festival fields. Their audiences
include everyone from rock to “respectable”!
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When Lars Horntveth mentioned to me that
he was keen to orchestrate material from
One Armed Bandit I had no hesitation in
suggesting Britten Sinfonia, it seemed like
the obvious musical marriage. I’m delighted
that, at last, it’s all beginning to happen, and,
as with any musical partnership, who knows
where this will go?

“I have been dreaming of orchestrating
some of the music of Jaga Jazzist for many
years and now it will finally happen. The
music of Jaga has many orchestral elements and really suits being arranged on a
larger scale. I’m looking forward to work
with the orchestra and play together as a
band. I hope it will be rewarding both for
us and the Britten Sinfonia.”
- Lars Horntveth, Jaga Jazzist

“Everyone at Britten Sinfonia is excited to
be working with Jaga Jazzist, one of the
most distinctive musical groups working today, perhaps even truly unique.
As an ensemble of musicians always
keen to explore pioneering projects
we at Britten Sinfonia are thrilled to be
collaborating with Jaga Jazzist for the
first time in what promises to be one
of the musical highlights of the year.”
- David Butcher, Britten Sinfonia

Partners
The publication you’re now holding
in your hand has been prepared by the
Music Information Centre Norway.
Funded primarily by the Norwegian
Ministry of Culture, MIC supports
and promotes Norwegian music of

all genres ranging from post-classical contemporary to black metal
and virtually everything in between
those extremes. The centre’s domestically oriented ballade.no website is
one of the nation’s most important

music news and debate forums while
the English-language listento.no is
one of the internet’s few sites solely
dedicated to news updates and interviews with artists and players on the
Norwegian music scene.

Key concert promoter Nasjonal
Jazzscene (Norway’s National
Venue for Jazz), located at Oslo’s
prime downtown Victoria venue, is
Norway’s officially designated main
venue for jazz and associated improvised genres. Four to five times a

week, the venue presents Norwegian
as well as international top-tier jazz
performers including names such
as Dee Dee Bridgewater, Charlie
Haden, Brad Mehldau, Nils Petter
Molvær, John Scofield og Bill Frisell,
all acts that have visited Victoria in

later years. In addition to established
performers, the venue presents
young emerging jazz talents through
the concert series Uhørt! and draws
considerable crowds through the
club concept Jassbox as well as the
weekly Sunday jam session.

Ultima Oslo Contemporary Music
Festival is the foremost festival for
contemporary music in the Nordic
countries. Since 1991, the festival has attracted audiences with a

broad representation of contemporary music genres. 18 founding
members from the Norwegian music and arts field contribute to and
coordinate to the festival each year.

Ultima welcomes everyone to high
quality events in music and related
art forms in Oslo from 6 to 15
September 2012.

Music has been a big part of
PizzaExpress and we're still passionate about it today. Many great artists
have visited and played PizzaExpress
from the late Bud Freeman, the initiator, to Earl Hines and Stan Getz,

and there are even two PizzaExpress
bands, the mainstream PizzaExpress
All Star Jazz Band and the Modern
Jazz Sextet. The jazz club in Dean
Street, Soho, has won coveted
awards as a top live music venue in

the UK. This popular music seems to
go well with the food of the people,
the pizza.

The Barbican is Europe's largest
multi-arts and conference venue
presenting a diverse range of art,
music, theatre, dance, film and creative learning events. It is also home
to the London Symphony Orchestra

Fiona Talkington would like to thank everyone at Nasjonal Jazzscene especially Linda and Line, everyone at MIC especially Kristin,
Tomas and Karoline, Jonas and Øyvind at Music Export Norway, the Royal Norwegian Embassy in London, Sverre Lunde, Stein
Iversen, Eva Lous and everyone who has contributed to making this series happen. Most of all she would like to thank all the musicians, those taking part and those who continue to inspire her each day.
Conexions is supported by:

British Embassy
Oslo
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